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Swedish Film- and Computerartist Ingela Hageman
Ingela Hageman is a Swedish Film- and Computerartist living and working in       
Stockholm, Sweden. She has made a very consious decision—
to make Positive and Spiritual Inspiring Art!  She say:
“In the act of creativity I have often felt like a Priestess performing magical rituals to 
invocate Eternity.”
“My aim as an visual artist is to give the spectator something Pleasent, Spiritual Inspiring, 
Humourous or/ and even Provoking.
My hope is to uplift and influence the consiousness of the spectator and indirectly of the  
collective consiousness of mankind--giving birth to a more expanded and realized view.”

 “My aim is that my artwork will provide a kind of meditationobject--
by which the spectator will be brought to another dimension of reality--
a Dreamworld, a Fantasyworld in which Playfulness and Spontaneity dominates.
I´m very interested in altered states of consciousness and the effects of Rejuvenation 
and Healing it has on the whole organism.”

 ”I take my role as an artist and pathfinder very seriously.
For me it is a big responsibility to live as an artist--both in this society and in this world--
and to contribute to mankind by this very dedicated Lifework.”
I belive Art has a more important role than what is understood at the present time.
I look upon the Artist as a very important person in society.
In this period and dimension of great suffering, Art can deeply influence and contribute to 
uplifting both society and the individual-- and by the mean of Beauty or skillful Artistry can 
throw us out of the little box of ego we normally view our world from--and let us taste the 
flavour of Eternity. This is a truly rejuvenating experience that can heal our minds and 
bodies in ways beyond comprehension.”

About the artist
Ingela Hageman is a modern mystic with studies and experiences in many diffrent spiritual       
systems such as Tantra, Sufism, and Tibetian Buddism--which has deeply 
influenced her work as an artist. She has been studying with many famous spiritual masters.
Ingela is also a modern artist who works with high-technology.
The Computer and the Videocamera are her tools and virtual ateljé.

Travels 
Travelling and experiencing new and different cultures is fundamental in her artistry.
She has been living in Hong Kong and USA in her late teens--and visited--and been influ-
enced by many of the ancient High Cultures--like India, Egypt, Mexico, West Africa, etc. Her 
latest travels went to Goa in India and Korfu in Greece.

Education 
Initially she is a painter with 8,5 years of traditional studies at diffrent painting-schools. She 
has also been studying Computer-Art at the University of Skövde, Sweden, and also has an 
education in Video Art. She also has a degree in Tantra from the University of Lund. Totally 
she has 15 years of studies within Art, Film, Webdesign and Computing.

Exhibitions 
She has had about 30 one-woman-shows at diffrent Art Museums, Arthalls and Galleries--
and participated in about 55 major group exhibitions.
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